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There sometimes seem to be two constants in policing: one is that we
always make sure that we produce strategies, corporate business
documents and plans, the other is that everything a police service
does is about people. This innovative document that you are about to
read brings together these two things in an easily understood,
accessible and clear way.
Planning the future is an inexact science: things change, people change and the
environment within which we operate never remains the same for long. The next
few years will be difficult, but they will also be hugely rewarding as opportunities
appear for our people to develop their skills. Things will keep changing. Our
financial future will be difficult and the demands that we face at an operational
level will become more sophisticated.
If we do not plan properly, if we do not have the right people, if we do not help
them reach their full potential, if we do not make sure that they are at the heart
of everything that we do, then we will not meet the challenges that we face. Our
Investors in People gold status shows that we start from a strong position, but a
lot of hard work, energy and creativity will be required.
It is important that everyone associated with the Isle of Man Constabulary reads
and understands the People Strategy, as every single one of us will in some way
be affected by it.

“It is not a dry document that will sit on a
shelf or be found hidden on our SharePoint
site. It is a real, living document that will
benefit all of us.”

Gary Roberts
Chief Constable
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The Right People
Principles To attract and retain people who are role
models for our values and behaviours
People who are

Representative of our community

Healthy and fit for role.

‘Engaged’ and ‘engaging’.

Trusted by our community and colleagues
An organisation which values and recognises the
importance of the whole ‘Policing Family’
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Doing The Right Things
Principles To be a reflective organisation:















That listens, learns, evolves, improves
Where all people processes are fair, open and
transparent
Where people processes are aligned to business
objectives
Where high standards are expected, demanded and
delivered
Which is inclusive and values difference
That values external accreditation
That develops partnerships to improve service delivery
That embraces new technologies to enhance the learning
experience
That provides a safe working environment
That rewards and recognises good performance
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In The Right Place
At The Right Time
Principles An organisation:











Where people plan their own career paths
Which works with its people to develop flexible
working arrangements
That prioritises succession planning to build a healthy
future
Where people own their own personal development
Where policy, support and direction is provided by the
‘centre’
That is focused on talent development.
That rewards and recognises good performance
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With The Right Skills
Principles An organisation:












With a coaching, mentoring culture
Which prioritises performance management
That clearly defines what’s expected of everyone
within their role
With defined leadership skills profiles to aid personal
career planning
Where management skills are developed in harmony
with leadership skills
That embraces and plans for omni-competence and
multi-skilling.
With clear defined leadership programmes built on
Values and Behaviours
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